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Western Isles Libraries Reading Group Sets 

 

 

Rivers of London, by Ben Aaronovitch 

 
My name is Peter Grant and I'm a Detective Constable and a 
trainee wizard; my world is somewhat complicated. There's 

something festering at the heart of the city I love, a malicious 
vengeful spirit that takes ordinary Londoners and twists 

them into grotesque mannequins to act out its drama of 
violence and despair. 
The spirit of riot and rebellion has awakened in the city, and 

it's falling to me to bring order out of chaos - or die trying. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Black Mould, by Ben Aaronovitch, Cartmel, Sullivan & 
Guerrero 

 

CSI meets Harry Potter in this fantastic new graphic novel 
from Ben Aaronovitch, writer of the bestselling Rivers of 

London novel series! Something dark and slimy is dripping 
through the walls of suburban London. Not the usual stuff, 
this mould is possessed by some dark power full of bad 

intentions. Looks like it's another case for London's one and 
only trainee wizard cop, Police Constable Peter Grant, and 
his reluctant partner, Sahra Guleed! 

Set of 10 books 

 

Black Wolf, by G. D. Abson 

 
A young woman is found dead on the outskirts of St 

Petersburg on a freezing January morning. There are no 
signs of injury, and heavy snowfall has buried all trace of an 
attacker. 

A captivating, pacy thriller that plunges right into the beating 
heart of Putin's Russia. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Leila, by Prayaag Akbar 
 

Every year on Leila's birthday Shalini kneels by the wall with 
a little yellow spade and scoops dry earth to make a pit for 

two candles. One each for herself and for Riz, the husband 
at her side. 
But as Shalini walks from the patch of grass where she held 

her vigil the man beside her melts away. It is sixteen years 
since they took her, her daughter's third birthday party, the 
last time she saw the three people she loves most dearly: her 

mother, her husband, her child. 
Set of 8 books 
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Looking for Eliza, by Leaf Arbuthnot 
 

Ada is a widowed writer, navigating loneliness in Oxford after 
the death of her husband. She has no children. No 
grandchildren. She fears she is becoming peripheral, another 

invisible woman. Eliza is a student at the university. She 
finds it difficult to form meaningful relationships after the 
estrangement of her mother and breakup with her girlfriend. 

After meeting through Ada's new venture, 'Rent-a-Gran', and 
bonding over Lapsang Souchong tea and Primo Levi, they 

begin to find what they're looking for in each other. But can 
they cast off their isolation for good? An exquisite story of 
connection and loss, and how a person can change another 

person's life. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Professor Chandra follows his bliss, by Rajeev 
Balasubramanyam 

 

In the moments after the bicycle accident, Professor Chandra 
doesn’t see his life flash before his eyes, but his life’s work. 

He’s just narrowly missed out on the Nobel Prize (again) and 
even though he knows he should get straight back to his pie 
charts, his doctor has other ideas. He needs to take a break, 

start enjoying himself. In short, says his doctor, Professor 
Chandra should just follow his bliss. He doesn’t know it yet, 

but Professor Chandra is about to embark on the trip of a 
lifetime. 
Set of 10 books 

 

The Passenger, by Ulrich Alexander Boschwitz 
 

BERLIN, NOVEMBER 1938. Synagogues are being burnt, 
Jews rounded up and their businesses destroyed. Otto 
Silbermann has managed to evade the escalating violence of 

the Nazi regime - until now. With stormtroopers battering on 
his door, he sneaks out the back and begins a desperate race 

to escape this homeland that is no longer home. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Two women in Rome, by Elizabeth Buchan 
 

Lottie Archer arrives in Rome excited to begin her new job as 

an archivist. When she discovers a valuable fifteenth-century 
painting, she is drawn to find out more about the woman who 
left it behind, Nina Lawrence. 

Nina seems to have led a rewarding and useful life, restoring 
Italian gardens to their full glory following the destruction of 

World War Two. So why did no one attend her funeral in 
1978? 
In exploring Nina's past, Lottie unravels a tragic love story 

beset by the political turmoil of post-war Italy. And as she 
edges closer to understanding Nina, she begins to confront 
the losses in her own life. 

Set of 10 books 
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The Secrets of Summer House, by Rachel Burton 
 

1976. Rushing out of the University Library, undergraduate 
Alice Kenzie bumps straight into PhD student Tristan 
Somers. There begins a whirlwind romance, and Alice falls 

pregnant and gives birth to a baby girl. Then Tristan is killed 
in a car accident. Unable to cope, Alice takes her baby to 
Summer House, Tristan's family home in Suffolk, leaves her 

there and disappears. 
2018. Olivia Somers has always been told that her mother 

died in the same accident as her father. But when she finds 
a bundle of old letters in Summer House, everything she ever 
believed about her mother is called into question. Can she 

find her – and even more importantly, forgive her? 
Set of 10 books 

 

The Lip, by Charlie Carroll 
 
Away from the hotels and holiday lets, there is an unseen 

side of Cornwall, where the shifting uncertainties of the 
future breed resentment and mistrust. Melody Janie is 

hidden. She lives alone in a caravan in Bones Break: a small 
cliff-top on Cornwall's north coast. She spends her time 
roaming her territory, spying on passing tourists and 

ramblers, and remembering. She sees everything and yet 
remains unseen. However, when a stranger enters her life, 
she is forced to confront not only him but the terrible 

tragedies of her past. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Political tribes, by Amy Chua 
 

Amy Chua diagnoses the cause of our current political 
discord: tribalism. In many parts of the world, the group 
identities that matter most - the ones that people will kill and 

die for - are ethnic, religious, sectarian or clan-based. 
If we are to transcend our political tribes, we must rediscover 
a broader, more nuanced unity that acknowledges the reality 

of our group differences. 
Set of 4 books 

 

The Coffin path, by Katherine Clements 
 

Maybe you've heard tales about Scarcross Hall, the house on 
the old coffin path that winds from village to moor top. They 
say there's something up here, something evil. 

Mercy Booth isn't afraid. The moors and Scarcross are her 
home and lifeblood. But, beneath her certainty, small things 
are beginning to trouble her. Three ancient coins missing 

from her father's study, the shadowy figure out by the 
gatepost, an unshakeable sense that someone is watching. 

When a stranger appears seeking work, Mercy reluctantly 
takes him in. As their stories entwine, this man will change 
everything. She just can't see it yet. 

Set of 10 books 
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Our Child of the stars, by Stephen Cox 
 

Molly and Gene Myers were happy, until tragedy blighted 
their hopes of children. During the years of darkness and 
despair, they each put their marriage in jeopardy, but now 

they are starting to rebuild their fragile bond. 
Then the Meteor crashes into Amber Grove, devastating the 
small New England town - and changing their lives for ever. 

Molly, a nurse, caught up in the thick of the disaster, is given 
care of a desperately ill patient rescued from the wreckage: a 

sick boy with a remarkable appearance, an orphan who 
needs a mother. And soon the whole world will be looking for 
him. Cory's arrival has changed everything. And the Myers 

will do anything to keep him safe. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Elemental, by Amanda Curtin 
 

Nearing the end of her life, Meggie Tulloch takes up her pen 

to write a story for her granddaughter. It begins in the first 
years of the twentieth century in a place where howling winds 

spin salt and sleet sucked up from ice floes, where lives are 
ruled by men, and men by the witchy sea. Moving from the 
north-east of Scotland to the Shetland Isles to Fremantle, 

Australia, Elemental is a novel about the life you make from 
the life you are given. 
Set of 11 books 

 

The Rival, by Charlotte Duckworth 
 

Nowadays, Helena is a career woman with no job and a 
mother without a baby. She blames Ashley for destroying her 

life. But is what happened really Ashley's fault? 
When Helena hired Ashley to work for her, they formed a 
dream team and Helena was proud - maybe this was the 

protégée she'd always wanted to have. But soon Helena 
realized that nothing would stand in the way of Ashley's drive 
to get to the top. And when Helena became pregnant, 

everything she had worked so hard for was suddenly 
threatened, with devastating consequences... 

Set of 10 books 

 

The Choice, by Edith Eger 
 

In 1944, sixteen-year-old ballerina Edith Eger was sent to 

Auschwitz. Separated from her parents on arrival, she 
endures unimaginable experiences, including being made to 

dance for the infamous Josef Mengele. When the camp is 
finally liberated, she is pulled from a pile of bodies, barely 
alive. The horrors of the Holocaust didn't break Edith. In fact, 

they helped her learn to live again with a life-affirming 
strength and a truly remarkable resilience. 

Set of 9 books 
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A Boy in the water, by Tom Gregory 
 

Eltham, South London. 1984: the hot fug of the swimming 
pool and the slow splashing of a boy learning to swim but not 
yet wanting to take his foot off the bottom. Fast-forward four 

years. Photographers and family wait on the shingle beach 
as a boy in a bright orange hat and grease-smeared goggles 
swims the last few metres from France to England. He has 

been in the water for twelve agonizing hours, encouraged at 
each stroke by his coach, John Bullet, who has become a 

second father.  
This is the story of a remarkable friendship between a coach 
and a boy, and a love letter to the intensity and freedom of 

childhood. 
Set of 4 books 

 

The Last wife, by Karen Hamilton 
 

Two women. A dying wish. And a web of lies that will bring 

their world crashing down. Nina and Marie were best friends 
- until Nina was diagnosed with a terminal illness. Before she 

died, Nina asked Marie to fulfil her final wishes. But her 
mistake was in thinking Marie was someone she could trust. 
What Nina didn't know was that Marie always wanted her 

beautiful life, and that Marie has an agenda of her own. She'll 
do anything to get what she wants. Marie thinks she can keep 
her promise to her friend's family on her own terms. But what 

she doesn't know is that Nina was hiding explosive secrets of 
her own... 

Set of 10 books 

 

Scrublands, by Chris Hammer 

 
In Riversend, a young priest does the unthinkable. A year 
later, journalist Martin Scarsden arrives. His assignment is 

simple: describe how the townspeople are coping as the 
anniversary of their tragedy approaches. But as Martin meets 
the locals and hears their version of events, he begins to 

realize that the accepted wisdom may be wrong. As two other 
bodies are found, he finds himself into a whole new mystery. 

Set of 8 books 

 

A Thousand roads home, by Carmel Harrington 
 

Meet Tom. Or Dr O’Grady, as he used to be called. When you 
pass him on the street, most people don’t even give him a 
second glance. You see, Tom isn’t living his best life. 

Burdened by grief, he’s only got his loyal dog, Bette Davis, for 
company and a rucksack containing his whole world. 

Then there’s Ruth and her son, DJ, who no longer have a 
place to call home. But Ruth believes that you can change 
the world by helping one person at a time – and Tom needs 

her help… 
Set of 10 books 
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Crescendo, by G. R. Jordan 
 

A long forgotten manuscript of music. A genius professor 
hungering for the dark creatures which drove his studies. A 
Russian vamp with an icy touch. A government agent pulling 

everyone's strings. And a former bodyguard trying to hold 
onto his marriage amidst Elder creatures threatening the end 
of the world. Join Austerley and Kirkgordon on a hunt for 

Elder music of a long forgotten race. From America to Russia 
and across the British Isles, two broken misfits try to pull the 

world back from a cosmic disaster while keeping at bay their 
reciprocal loathing. 
Set of 9 books 

 

Searching for Sylvie Lee, by Jean Kwok 
 

It begins with a mystery. Sylvie, the beautiful, brilliant, 
successful older daughter of the Lee family, flies to the 
Netherlands for one final visit with her dying grandmother - 

and then vanishes. Amy, the sheltered baby of the Lee family, 
is too young to remember a time when her parents were 

newly immigrated and too poor to keep Sylvie. But what 
happened to Sylvie? Amy and her parents are distraught and 
desperate for answers. Amy retraces her sister's movements, 

flying to the last place Sylvie was seen. But instead of simple 
answers, she discovers something much more valuable: the 
truth. Sylvie, the golden girl, kept painful secrets. 

Set of 10 books 

 

The Wolf road, by Beth Lewis 

 
Since the Damn Stupid turned the clock back on civilization 

by centuries, the world has been a harsher place. But Elka 
has learned everything she needs to survive from the man 
she calls Trapper, the solitary hunter who took her in when 

she was just seven years old. So when she sees the Wanted 
poster in town, her simple existence is shattered. Her 
Trapper – Kreagar Hallet – is wanted for murder. Even worse, 

Magistrate Lyon is hot on his trail, and she wants to talk to 
Elka. Elka flees into the vast wilderness, determined to find 

her true parents. But Lyon is never far behind – and she’s 
not the only one following Elka’s every move. There will be a 
reckoning, one that will push friendships to the limit and 

force Elka to confront the dark memories of her past. 
Set of 10 books 

 

Dark winter, by David Mark 
 

Hull, northern England. Two weeks before Christmas. Three 

bodies in the morgue.  
The victims - each a sole survivor of a past tragedy - killed in 

the manner they once cheated death.  
Somebody is playing God. And it falls to DS Aector McAvoy 
to stop their deadly game. 

Set of 10 books 
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Somebody I used to know, by Wendy Mitchell 
 

Somebody I Used to Know is the first memoir ever written by 
someone living with dementia. 
When she was diagnosed with dementia at the age of fifty-

eight, Wendy Mitchell was confronted with the most profound 
questions about life and identity. She had to say goodbye to 

the woman she used to be. A phenomenal memoir; it is both 
a heart-rending tribute to the woman Wendy once was, and 
a brave affirmation of the woman dementia has seen her 

become. 
Set of 9 books 

 

Shadows over the Spanish sun, by Caroline Montague 
 

Mia Ferris's heart has always belonged in Spain. Every 

childhood summer was spent at her grandfather's hacienda. 
When she learns that he had a fall, she knows that she 

belongs by his bedside. But as Leonardo fights for his life, 
and Mia to save the family home from financial ruin, secrets 
begin to emerge that tell a different story of the past... 

Everything Mia thought she knew is turned upside down. 
Can she heal the wounds of the past, and face the truth of 
her own heart? 

Set of 10 books 

 

The Aunt who wouldn’t die, by Shirshendu 

Mukhopadhyay 
 

At eighteen, Somlata married into the Mitras: a household 
whose descendants have taken to pawning off the family gold 
to keep up appearances. When Pishima, the embittered 

matriarch, dies, Somlata is the first to discover her aunt-in-
law's body - and her sharp-tongued ghost. Secrets spilt, 
cooking spoilt, Somlata finds herself at the centre of the 

chaos. And as the family teeter on the brink of bankruptcy, 
it looks like it's up to her to fix it. 

Set of 10 books 

 

The Tea ladies of St Jude’s Hospital, by Joanna Nell 

 
The Marjorie Marshall Memorial Cafeteria is at the heart of 
St Jude's Hospital. Staffed by dedicated volunteers, the 

cafeteria has been serving up a kind word and sympathetic 
ear along with tea and scones. Hilary, the stalwart 
Manageress, has worked her way up through the ranks; Joy, 

the latest recruit, is driving Hilary mad by arriving late every 
day; Chloe, the daughter of two successful surgeons, is 

volunteering in the holidays and bemused by the older 
women. But when the cafeteria is under threat, the unlikely 
trio must put aside their differences. As they realise the 

secrets and sorrows they have in common, the women grow 
closer - but can they bring the community together and save 
the day? 

Set of 5 books 
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The Thirst, by Jo Nesbo 
 

THERE’S A NEW KILLER ON THE STREETS 
A woman is found murdered after an internet date. The 
marks left on her body show the police that they are dealing 

with a particularly vicious killer. Under pressure from the 
media to solve the crime, the force know there’s only one man 
for the job. But Harry Hole is reluctant to return to the place 

that almost took everything from him. Until he starts to 
suspect a connection between this killing and his one failed 

case… 
Set of 8 books 

 

To cook a bear, by Mikael Niemi 
 
It is 1852, and in Sweden's far north, charismatic preacher 

and Revivalist Lars Levi Læstadius impassions a poverty-
stricken congregation with visions of salvation. When a 
milkmaid goes missing deep in the forest, the locals suspect 

a predatory bear is at large. A second girl is attacked, and the 
sheriff is quick to offer a reward for the bear's capture. Using 

early forensics and daguerreotype, Læstadius and Jussi find 
clues that point to a far worse killer on the loose, even as they 
are unaware of the evil closing in around them. 

Set of 5 books 

 

A Great reckoning, by Louise Penny 

 
Former Chief Inspector Gamache has been hunting killers 
his entire career and as the new commander of the Sûreté 

Academy, he is given the chance to combat the corruption 
and brutality that has been rife throughout the force. But 
when a former colleague and professor of the Sûreté Academy 

is found murdered, with a mysterious map of Three Pines in 
his possession, Gamache has an even tougher task ahead of 

him. 
Set of 9 books 

 

Ellie and the harp maker, by Hazel Prior 
 

MEET ELLIE. She’s perfectly happy living a quiet life with 

her husband, Clive. (Well, she does sometimes wonder 
about the way he talks to her, and about all the things she 
hasn’t achieved yet. But, she's happy enough.) 

MEET DAN. He’s definitely content – content with his 
predictable, ordered existence, making harps in his isolated 

barn on Exmoor. Content being on his own, far away from 
other people and – crucially – far away from any risk of 
surprises. 

What Ellie and Dan don’t know yet, is that a chance 
encounter is about to change all of this . . . 

Set of 8 books 
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Knock, by Anders Roslund 
 

Seventeen years ago, Inspector Ewert Grens was called to 
the scene of a brutal crime. A family had been murdered, 
with only their five-year-old daughter left behind. The girl 

was moved out and placed under witness protection, but 
while the case went cold, Grens is still haunted by the 
memory. When he learns that the apartment where the 

crime took place is now the scene of a mysterious break-in, 
Grens fears that someone is intent on silencing the only 

witness. He must race to find her...before they do. 
Set of 9 books 

 

The Extraordinary hope of Dawn Brightside, by Jessica 
Ryn 

 

Dawn Elisabeth Brightside has been running from her past 
for twenty-two years and two months, precisely. 
So when she is offered a bed in St Jude’s Hostel for the 

Homeless, it means so much more than just a roof over her 
head. But with St Jude’s threatened with closure, Dawn 

worries that everything is about to crumble around her all 
over again. Perhaps, with a little help from her new friends, 
she can find a way to save this light in the darkness? And 

maybe, just maybe, Dawn will finally have a place to call 
home…. 
Set of 5 books 

  

 

A Good enough mother, by Bev Thomas 

 
Dr Ruth Hartland rises to difficult tasks. She is the director 

of a highly respected trauma therapy unit. She is confident, 
capable and excellent at her job. Today she is preoccupied by 
her son Tom's disappearance. 

So when a new patient arrives at the unit - a young man who 
looks shockingly like Tom - she is floored.  
As a therapist, Ruth knows exactly what she should do in the 

best interests of her client, but as a mother she makes a very 
different choice - a decision that will have profound 

consequences. 
Set of 10 books 

 

The House by the loch, by Kirsty Wark 
 
Scotland, 1950s 

Walter MacMillan is bewitched by the clever, glamorous Jean 
Thompson and can't believe his luck when she agrees to 
marry him. Neither can she, for Walter represents a steady 

and loving man who can perhaps quiet the demons inside 
her. Many years later the shadows of the past stretch over 

Walter, his adult children and adored grandchildren and will 
turn all their lives upside down on one fateful weekend. 
Set of 10 books 
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Letter to Louis, by Alison White 
 

I've never quite known where to begin when someone asks 
me what I've been up to. I've never quite known how to 
explain what our daily life is like. I wanted to write how it is 

in order to give others a greater understanding of disability 
and caring. And to be totally honest, I wanted to write 
something that would make people consider being Louis's 

friend. 
So here is me introducing you: Louis, this is your story. 

Readers, this is my son. 
Set of 10 books 

 


